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Streaming media is one of the most exciting and active research topics with continuing significant progress in the multimedia area, where streaming media has been experiencing dramatic growth and stepped into mainstream media communications.

Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent Advances spans a number of inter-dependent and emerging topics in streaming media. Streaming media is inherently a cross-disciplinary subject that involves information theory, signal processing, communication and networking etc. Coding and transmission definitely lie in the core position in streaming media, and these research topics have been extremely active in recent years. This book is a comprehensive collection of topics including media coding, wireless/mobile video, P2P media streaming, and applications of streaming media.

Topics Covered:
- Content delivery network for streaming media
- Design and deployment of practical streaming media systems
- Digital right management for streaming media
- Fundamentals of streaming media
- Future trends and promising directions in streaming media
- Indexing, organization and retrieval for streaming media applications
- Knowledge discovery in streaming media
- Novel architectures and protocols for streaming media
- Peer-to-Peer architecture for streaming media
- Security issues in streaming media
- Streaming media server
- Wireless/mobile media streaming

Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections. It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners and is ideal for classroom use.
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